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QUESTION 1

A Symantec NetBackup 7.0 administrator at an accounting company has assigned the following default data
classifications to the data that is being protected on a single disk storage unit. Type of data Data Classification E-mail
Platinum Financial data Gold Sales Silver 

Personnel Bronze Disk space is now limited and the administrator needs to ensure that financial data is preserved
longer than e-mail data. What should the administrator do? 

A. delete the Platinum data classification ID associated with e-mail data and re-define it for use with financial data 

B. temporarily suspend the NetBackup scheduler, alter the Data Classification Names and Description to reflect their
new values, and resume the scheduler 

C. manually duplicate the data again to the same disk storage unit using a lifecycle policy and set the data classification
value to Platinum 

D. alter the rank for the Gold data classification to be higher than the rank of the Platinum data classification 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two utilities can be used to view and monitor all running Symantec NetBackup 7.0 jobs? (Select two.) 

A. Activity Monitor 

B. OpsCenter 

C. Job Tracker 

D. MMC Snap-in 

E. Backup, Archive, and Restore interface 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

An administer needs to limit the activity to a disk storage unit. Which setting modification should the administrator
implement? 

A. increase the High Water Mark setting 

B. decrease the Low Water Mark setting 

C. decrease the Max Concurrent Job setting 

D. decrease the Max Concurrent Write Drives setting 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

In which two processes does Symantec NetBackup 7.0 rehydrate deduplicated data? (Select two.) 

A. Optimized duplication 

B. Duplicate copy to tape 

C. Restore to an OpenStorage device 

D. Replicated copy 

E. Restore to a client 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which storage unit types are supported with synthetic backup? 

A. Disk and NDMP storage units only 

B. Disk and Media Manager storage units only 

C. Media Manager and NDMP storage units only 

D. Media Manager storage units 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Symantec recommends that the catalog DR file recovery information be sent to an administrator after every catalog
backup. Where is this configured? 

A. Catalog Policy -> Disaster Recovery tab -> administrators email 

B. Master Host Properties -> General settings -> administrators email 

C. Catalog Policy -> Schedule -> administrators email 

D. Catalog Policy -> Attributes tab -> administrators email 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator needs to protect busy Microsoft Exchange server databases using a hardware provider. The
administrator needs to perform the backup without impacting the Microsoft Exchange server CPU or disk resources.
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What should the administrator do to accomplish this? 

A. enable the "Perform snapshot backup" policy attribute, choose the vxvm Snapshot method, and select the "Perform
off-host backup" attribute 

B. enable the "Perform snapshot backup" policy attribute, choose the auto Snapshot method, and select the "Perform off-
host backup" attribute 

C. enable the Master Server Property - Client Attribute "Enable Windows Open File Backups" to use Microsoft Volume
Shadow Copy Service (VSS) 

D. enable the Master Server Property - Client Attribute "Enable Windows Open File Backups" to use Veritas Snapshot
Provider (VSP) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An organization has a library with ten drives on the Storage Area Network (SAN). The library can be reached by all five
media servers. Currently, two drives are assigned per media server. Which option or agent can be used to allow each
media server to use all drives on the SAN? 

A. NetBackup Virtual Tape Option 

B. Shared Storage Option 

C. NetBackup OpenStorage 

D. NetBackup SAN Media Server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A Symantec NetBackup 7.0 environment uses a multi-tiered architecture. Which system functions as the top tier? 

A. media server 

B. enterprise client 

C. client 

D. master server 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A restore must be performed. The administrator is trying to view the valid images for a client, but the following error
occurs: 
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WARNING: Server does not contain any valid images. 

Which two may be incorrectly configured? (Select two.) 

A. schedule type for restores 

B. destination client for restores 

C. server to use for backups and restores 

D. media server for backups and restores 

E. policy types for restore 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

A backup is about to run, which is being sent to the "servers" volume pool, with a retention level of 1. The following host
properties have also been enabled: allow multiple retentions per media allow backups to span tape media allow media
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overwrite: 

ANSI, 

CPIO, 

DBR 

Which other tape would Symantec NetBackup 7.0 use for the backup, if tape T00306 becomes unavailable? 

A. T00301 

B. T00303 

C. T00305 

D. T00308 

E. T00309 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

If frequency-based cleaning of a drive is desired, which parameter must be set in the Symantec NetBackup 

7.0 administration console? 

A. Cleaning Frequency (Between mounts) 

B. Cleaning Frequency (In GB) 

C. Cleaning Frequency (Between backups) 

D. Cleaning Frequency (In hours) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator has created three BasicDisk storage units within the NetBackup Administration Console (STU-A, STU-
B, and STU-C). The administrator needs to create a backup policy that evenly rotates use of each of these storage units
during backup. How can the policies or storage units be set up to accomplish this? 

A. set up each of the policies to use "Any Available" storage unit 

B. set up a storage unit group for these STUs and select "Failover" option for storage unit selection 

C. set up a storage unit group for these STUs and select "Least recently selected storage unit" option 

D. set up a storage unit group for these STUs and select "Choose storage units based on order specified above" option 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 14

The Symantec Netbackup 7.0 master server has had an unrecoverable catastrophe. The administrator rebuilt another
server with the same hostname and attached all the necessary hardware. The administrator has reinstalled Symantec
NetBackup. Which step should be taken next in recovering the master server? 

A. mount the catalog backup media 

B. run the Catalog Recovery Wizard 

C. configure devices 

D. inventory the tape library 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

An administrator needs to ensure that a restore job is initiated at 3 a.m. tomorrow morning. The administrator will leave
the data center tonight at 9 p.m. and will only have access to the system after 6 

a.m.

 tomorrow morning. What should the administrator do to initiate the job at 3 a.m.? 

A. 

use the "Go into effect at" setting on the restore job to start the job at 3 a.m. 

B. 

schedule a task to automatically start a bprestore command at 3 a.m. 

C. 

initiate and then suspend the restore job, then select "resume at" and select "in 6 hours" 

D. 

create a restore policy that goes active at 3 a.m. 

Correct Answer: B 
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